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Dear Jay Dolmage:  

 

This report, entitled “The Performative of Branding,” was prepared for the Metrolinx Union 

Pearson Express team as my fourth work report. Its purpose is to analyze how the process of 

branding is similar to Austin’s theory of the performative and how brands themselves become 

performative in time. 

 

Metrolinx is an agency of the Government of Ontario created in 2006 under the Metrolinx Act 

with the purpose of improving and coordinating transit in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton 

Area. The Union Pearson Express is a new division of the Metrolinx family responsible for 

launching and maintaining an air rail link connecting Toronto’s Union Station to the Pearson 

International Airport. As part of the Marketing and Business Development team, managed by 

Una MacNeil and Mary Koven, I assisted in curating and creating advertising, content, and 

collateral with the purpose of establishing the Union Pearson Express brand.  

 

This report was written entirely by me and has not received any previous academic credit at this 

or any other institution. I allow this report to be maintained in an archive as a resource for future 

students. I would like to thank Ms. Bridgette Chung for proofreading my report. I received no 

other assistance.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 
 

Catherine Vendryes 

20428425 
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The Performative of Branding 

Introduction 

 The Marketing team for the Union Pearson Express (UP Express) is in charge of 

establishing the UP Express as a brand. My role as a co-op student within the team during its 

pre-launch activities has afforded me the opportunity to observe how fragile a brand can be at its 

earliest inception. Before the service has been launched and guests have the opportunity to 

experience the service first-hand and form an opinion, the UP Express brand can influence the 

public’s way of thinking and prime them for a more improved experience. However, in order to 

do so all members of the team must participate in enforcing the brand values, language, and 

character as set out in the Brand Guidelines any deviation can become the norm if it is seen by 

consumers. In fact, with the complete participation of the team, UP Express can be presented to 

the public exactly as the brand states it to be: Uplifting, sophisticated and yet approachable 

before its launch on June 6.  

 J. L. Austin’s theory for the performative—words which not only state an action but 

embody said action—is very similar to the practice of branding as I have experienced it at UP 

Express. Set standards are outlined in the Brand Guidelines, just as Austin outlines rules of 

convention required for the performative to existed, and dilution (infelicities, as Austin calls 

them) will occur if not everyone applies the rules correctly. In fact, I will extend Austin’s theory 

to say that not only words or phrases can be performative but an intangible like a brand—made 

up of differentiating character traits, copyright, and associated colours and logos—can be a 

performative in-and-of-itself based on the branding principles, and their effects, as seen during 

my four month term at UP Express. 

 



 

 

Branding as Performative 

Austin’s Rules 

 In J.L. Austin’s “How to Do Things with Words” he describes sentences in which it is 

clear to the audience that “to utter the sentence… is not to describe my doing of what I should be 

said in so uttering to be doing or to state that I am doing it: it is to do it” [emphasis in original] 

(2004, p.163). These he calls performatives. He cites as examples the practice of saying “I do” at 

weddings or telling another person you bet them something. In these cases, more than just words 

are being uttered; the action being spoken of is simultaneously taking place with the speech. 

Austin further outlines rules which must be fulfilled in order for performatives to take place: 

(A.1) There must exist an accepted conventional procedure having a certain conventional 

effect, that procedure to include the uttering of certain words by certain persons in certain 

circumstances, and further, 

(A.2) the particular persons and circumstances in a given case must be appropriate for the 

invocation of the particular procedure invoked.  

(B.1) The procedure must be executed by all participants both correctly and 

(B.2) completely. (2004, p.166) 

Austin’s rules require that an accepted convention or procedure must already exist in order for 

performative to take place, including the social recognition of “appropriate” persons or 

circumstances during its invoking. Therefore, it is not possible for a new performative to simply 

come into being without consensus. Prior to becoming a performative, a decision must be made 

to make certain words or sentences so, followed by both repeated action of the performative, as 

well as unanimous agreement that it is such. This intentional and organized effort to establish 

meaning is very similar to creating awareness of a new brand; a process I became familiar with 

as part of the UP Express Marketing team. UP Express is Metrolinx’s newest service launching 



 

 

June 6, 2015. There are many decisions to be made about how the brand is to be expressed to the 

public as it is early in the brand’s lifecycle and its reputation has not been set firmly yet. The 

“conventional procedure” which Austin refers to is made concrete in the form of the UP Express 

Brand Guidelines: a book detailing everything about the brand from correct logo usage to the 

upholstery on the train seats. This document as a whole is the embodiment of Austin’s rules 

(A.1) and (A.2) as it details what is incorrect versus correct procedure on all aspects of the UP 

Express brand with the intention of producing a certain effect. That is, to create the impression of 

the UP Express brand values--“uplifting, sophisticated and yet approachable” (Appendix B)—in 

every element of the service. 

More than Guidelines 

However, it is not just how big the logo is sized or how the stationary is formatted. 

Branding can be very unpredictable as it relies heavily on the public’s consumption and 

interpretation of the brand, not just the people who set the rules. As Schroeder and Salzer- 

Mörling write, an “argument for a credible identity” for brands in the form of “guidelines for the 

look of the logotype and its application on different items—letterheads, brochures, vehicles, 

buildings, etc.” does not single-handedly control how a brand behaves (2006, p.126). As Austin 

outlines in (A.1) and (A.2), conventions or societal and cultural norms are what establish a 

performative, just as “neither managers nor consumers completely control branding processes—

cultural codes constrain how brands work to produce meaning” (Schroeder & Salzer-Mörling, 

2006, p.1).  The UP Express Brand Guidelines can set a structure of conventions, but the 

interpretation of the actions may vary greatly consumer to consumer. Unless, the Guidelines 

themselves are established as the accepted convention by the public, and the only way of doing 

that is to ensure that the every expression of the brand is aligned with the values which we want 

portrayed and to avoid any brand dilution. 



 

 

Infelicities and Brand Dilution 

 The purpose of a brand is to “identify one seller’s good or service as distinct from those 

of other sellers” and establish a unique identity to consumers as a whole, not with many various 

interpretations (Grewal, Levy, Persaud & Lichti, 2012, p.291). In order to do so, a majority of 

the consumers must come to the same interpretation of the brand. This is possible by consistently 

expressing the brand in certain ways and priming the public. In order to do so, the Marketing 

team as well as the public need to follow planned procedure totally and completely as Austin 

express in (B.1) and (B.2). He calls failure to comply with the rules or “the things that can be and 

go wrong” with performatives: “infelicities” (2004, p.166). By following the set guidelines, the 

UP Express brand can be made into a performative but failure to execute the set procedure 

properly results in infelicity. Any misrepresentation of the brand as outlined by the Guidelines, 

whether it is by a single member of the team failing to observe said rules or by not fulfilling a 

single element set in the guide, prevents the brand from performing properly. Just as the 

branding process is similar to Austin’s performative structure, brand dilution is similar to 

infelicities. Brand dilution is when “[a] brand extension adversely affects consumer perceptions 

about the attributes the core brand is believed to hold” (Grewal, Levy, Persaud & Lichti, 2012, 

p.306). In other words, when some new or different aspect is used to reflect a brand which goes 

against the fundamental character of said brand it is called a dilution. It is when something ‘goes 

wrong’ with a brand, or an infelicity. The result of brand dilution, or infelicities, is an impression 

of the brand which is not aligned with the planned conventions of the Brand Guidelines. 

Something which can happen quite easily without the contributions of all members of a team or 

even failure to correct a consumer before an infelicitous phrase or image spreads around.  



 

 

UP Express Examples 

The Tagline 

At its heart, the purpose of branding is to differentiate the service. In the case of UP 

Express, the differentiation exists within one phrase: “in 25 minutes, every 15 minutes.” This 

phrase is invoked constantly with slight variation but all containing the same meaning: UP 

Express means travelling from Union Station to Toronto Pearson International Airport “in 25 

minutes, every 15 minutes.” This line appears in various advertising pieces including posters, 

vinyl floor adhesives, radio spots, speeches, press releases, and in web banners such as Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1 - Pre-launch web banner 

If the name Union Pearson Express or UP Express is followed by the words “in 25 

minutes, every 15 minutes” repeatedly, it sets a convention. This statement is used in occasions 

of describing the UP Express service with the intentions of expressing the brand values (friendly, 

stress-free, uplifting, etc.). When used frequently it will become the first thing that comes to 

consumers’ minds, and its truthfulness will be reinforced in reality with the physical journey of 

the train taking 25 minutes in length and departing every 15 minutes as promised. In saying so, 

not only is this message enforced, but it fits within the performative structure of meeting 

conventions (a tagline follows the company name) and certain expectations (the company fulfills 

its promised service). In actuality, there are two additional stops along the route: one at Bloor 



 

 

Station and the other at Weston Station. Yet, it is not called “Union-Bloor-Weston-Pearson 

Express” and by maintaining the fact that to do so is incorrect, an adherence to “certain words”, 

or what Austin calls “conventional procedure” is set (2004, p.166). 

Brand Colours 

The image and tagline in Figure 1 became the backbone of the pre-launch advertising 

campaign. Due to its popularity, the sky blue colour was at one point being considered to be used 

in other collateral such as customer brochures, informational posters, and fare menu boards. 

However, a concern was raised that the continued use of sky blue would attribute the colour to be 

a part of the UP Express brand when it is not included in the Brand Guidelines. In fact, the 

primary UP Express colour is a dark green. The popularity of the sky blue colour made it a risk 

of infelicity if it became more associated with the brand than the actual brand colours. Instead, a 

substitute of light grey was suggested for the background as it was less noticeable and included 

in the secondary palette of the Guidelines. In this case brand dilution was avoided by deferring to 

a neutral but still on-brand colour. The brand colours are “conventional procedure” as Austin 

calls it, and ensuring that those colours have dominance in the public eye makes each decision to 

use the brand colours performative of the brand itself and resists infelicity. 

Abbreviations 

However, a case of failing to prevent infidelity has already become a prominent issue for 

the Marketing team. Incorrect usage of the terms “UPX” or “UPE” as abbreviations of Union 

Pearson Express was begun by the press but has worked its way into the vocabulary of the 

public. After March 9, 2015, during which a media tour was organized of the station, it became 

common among the media to refer to UP Express as “UPX” or “Union-Pearson Express” which 

goes directly against the Brand Guidelines. As Appendix A states, “UP Express” is the 

abbreviated version which Metrolinx has approved (as has been followed within this paper) 



 

 

along with the hope that “UP” will be the eventual verbal shorthand. The page even explicitly 

states that “UPE” is incorrect; however, the media was not informed of this soon enough. As can 

be seen in Figure 2 to Figure 5, various off-brand references to UP Express have become 

common in the media. 

 
Figure 2 - Toronto Star (March 9, 2015) 

 
Figure 3 - Toronto Star (April 8, 2015) 

 
Figure 4 - The Globe and Mail (March 9, 2015) 

 
Figure 5 - Global News (April 22, 2015) 

The use of “UPX” and “Union-Pearson Express” have become common in the press and 

so have drifted into the public mind as these spellings crop up in public comments on Facebook 

and Twitter as well as in speech. These infelicities dilute the brand as the intention behind the 

abbreviation was to keep an “uncluttered approach to brand name recognition” (Appendix A) as 

well as to uphold the UP Express brand personality as “uplifting, sophisticated, yet 

approachable” (Appendix B). 

Operational Performance 

If the “in 25 minutes, every 15 minutes” speech is attached or implied to mentions of the 

brand name, but brand dilution has occurred due to the incorrect usage of “UPX” and “Union-

Pearson Express” (see Figures 1 to Figure 4) then is the UP Express brand performat ive no 



 

 

longer possible? According to Austin’s rules alone, it would not be, however, semiotics dictates 

the very idea is embedded within the name of the “Union Pearson Express” itself. Visually, the 

name “Union Pearson,” implies that the journey is from point A (the first word; Union) to point 

B (the second word; Pearson), hence the tendency of the press to hyphenate the two words—

visually representing the journey. The term “Express” represents the speed and frequency of the 

“in 25 minutes, every 15 minutes” tagline. Thus, “Union Pearson Express”, and in turn “UP 

Express”, are what de Saussure calls a sign: the “combination of a concept and sound-image” 

(2004, p.61). According to de Saussure, words or “sound-images” are the “signifier” while the 

concept behind said signifier is referred to as the “signified” (p.62). UP Express serves as a 

signifier for the signified air rail link service but also for the brand itself which encompasses 

friendly service and a stress-free journey. This is where semiotics meets the performative. The 

brand (or signified) is represented by the UP Express (signifier). What makes “in 25 minutes, 

every 15 minutes” performative—and in turn the brand itself—is fulfilling the signified or 

actually maintaining train service which takes 25 minutes and arrives every 15 minutes. In that 

respect, branding is not just differentiating one company from others, but the fulfillment of the 

signified. If the UP Express truly performs its promised service, then the signified will be made a 

reality and the sign will in turn become performative, as marketing a brand will not work without 

fulfilling operational promises first.  

The idea of signs becoming concrete is also shared by Kress who writes “signs are made–

not used–by a sign-maker who brings meaning into an apt conjunction with a form, a 

selection/choice shaped by the sign-maker’s interest” (2010, p.62). While Austin believes 

performatives require precedent conventions, Kress’ social semiotic theory purports that the 

speaker generates the action through choices made. Where Austin observes the performative in 



 

 

what has already been accepted into practice, Kress looks at how these conventions can be 

created. Yet, if the choice made by the speaker becomes conventional would it not in time 

become a performative itself? The name UP Express was, of course, chosen with the intention of 

signifying an elevated experience (or feeling “up”) while providing stress-free, convenient travel 

to the airport. In turn, the service was literally built around this idea, with a 3 km concrete bridge 

being built over the highways and connecting to the Pearson parking garage in order to a) ensure 

the train can travel efficiently and b) so guests are physically “up” in the air. The “elevated 

experience” which is signified in the word “UP” is also performative of the actual ride. That is, 

in the choice of using “UP Express” as the name for the brand, Metrolinx had already set itself 

on a path toward establishing a performative, as the words are not simply observing action but 

inspiring action, and in turn becoming action in-and-of-itself. Minor infelicities, such as 

misnomers, are a problem a problem but so long as the UP Express brand—intangible as it is—

can maintain its performative stance by fulfilling operational promises, the brand can be kept 

from being greatly diluted. 

Conclusions 

A brand is a performative as outlined by Austin’s rules. Conventional procedures are set 

in the form of Brand Guidelines and are required to be followed by all in order for a brand’s 

identity to be formed. Failure to comply with the set rules will result in infidelities or brand 

dilution as UP Express has faced with incorrect brand colours and misnomers such as “UPX”. 

However, branding is much more than spoken or written words. It is also comprised of other 

intangibles such as colour choice and visuals, making the performative more than saying and 

having action occur. Rather, it is possible that something as small as choosing abbreviations as 

the semiotics of brand names is performative as they communicate certain ideas or 



 

 

characteristics. These individual elements of branding are each performative on their own and 

contribute to the greater performative of the brand itself. Yet, it is not just what a marketing team 

may decide is correct or incorrect, convention can shift easily and readily in the beginning of a 

brand’s life, as is the case with UP Express. Consumers’ interpretations and social norms dictate 

what a brand represents just as much the Brand Guidelines. All of it is a performance, which 

performs at the same time as it is undergoing the process. Words like “in 25 minutes, every 15 

minutes” are meaningless without the action to prove it, just as the action without the tagline 

does not make it conventional. There is no guarantee that the public will think of this element 

first thing unless the Marketing team sets out with the intention of making it so.  

Recommendations 

My experience at UP Express so far has shown me how difficult it is to create a 

performative without the participation of everyone and how easily convention can be changed 

without consistent use. The only way to maintain some control over the brand as a 

performative—there will always be a margin of public’s interpretation of the brand, beyond the 

company’s control—is for all members of the Metrolinx team to adhere to the Brand Guidelines 

and ensure that operations are performed as promised. Each time something is said about UP 

Express, something is also being done to its reputation. Without full functioning train service the 

UP Express brand cannot survive, but without branding, which turns everything UP Express 

represents into performative, the brand would not actually exist.  
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